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An Overview on Disease Prediction for
Preventive Care of Health Deterioration
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Abstract: Machine learning in health care has recently made
headlines. With the wide spread increase of population, the need
for reliable mechanism to prevent diseases has increased in
manifold. In the recent days there is an increase in health
problems in majority of the population across the globe. The
reason for health problems is not specific but it has become very
uncertain. If we take a sample from the population, it should not
be a surprise to see a person suffering from ailments irrespective
of age and quality of life. For example chronicle diseases are
found in people at a very young age. So this situation poses a
serious challenge for clinical experts to find the root cause. It is
difficult to accurately predict the future health based on the
current health status because the scenario might not be same for
all the patients. Providing an affordable, high quality health care
service has become a big challenge. In this regard, preventive
care of diseases is investigated for decades. It is an area of
regular extension of research works and progression day by day
and there is sufficient literature available on prediction of
diseases. Our work includes a disciplined study to consolidate
existing works on prediction and classification of diseases. This
paper will provide technical insight and paves way for future
developments in the health care field.
Index Terms: Machine Learning, Health, Entropy, Disease
Prediction, Diabetes, features, metrics,ICD, HCC.

I. INTRODUCTION
Preventive care of Health Deterioration (PCHD) is a
concept to build intelligent application to meet the societal
needs. It uses health care data from different sources and
predictive human behavior is used for dispensing
information that improves the quality of health. Health is
said to be the biggest wealth one can have. In the view of
biomedical perspective health can be defined as the ability of
the human body to function normally [1]. Health can be
disrupted by diseases from time to time. The functioning of
the human body would become abnormal for various reasons
such life style, food habits, poor immunity, smoking,
narcotics, alcoholic habits and sometimes by hereditary.
Health may also set off due to side effects of long term
medication and one disorder may lead many other disorders
if not taken care.
An abnormal condition that affects the normal
functioning of the human body is called a disease and it
should not be due to an external injury. Diseases are learnt by
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their symptoms, which may be caused due to dysfunction. In
humans diseases refer to conditions such as pain,
dysfunction, distress, social problems or any similar
problems. Diseases may also sometimes include syndromes,
deviant behaviors, injuries, disorders, disabilities, infections
and variations of function and structure. Diseases not only
affect people physically, but also emotionally, as living with a
disease can affect the person's perspective on life [2][3][4].
The disease can be categorized into acquired disease,
acute disease, chronic disease, congenital disease, genetic
disease, hereditary or inherited disease. The majority of the
population suffers from chronic disease which is a long term
diseases which leads multiple ailments if not taken care.
Chronic diseases [4] are diseases which cannot be cured but
controlled by vaccines and medication. Diseases usually
develop slowly because of behaviors that spoil health.
Chronic diseases [4] can be characterized based on factors
such as stress, vague beginnings, prolonged affliction and
long latency [4] later which leads to impairments. Diseases
include both physical and mental disorders which are most
common and costly health problems faced by the world.
Many chronic diseases are not curable but controllable [3][4].
Chronic diseases are rapidly increasing across the
world accounting 45.9% of global burden of disease and are
challenging the effectiveness and efficiency of health-care
systems without engendering and sparing serious economic
and social consequences [4][5]. Chronic diseases are
preventable. There is a need to develop intelligent health care
system to target health and wellness. This process should
includes framing of health policies whenever appropriate and
that make healthy choices the easy choice [4][6].
Efforts are needed to build sustainable Preventive
Care of Diseases systems (PCD) to solve the problems created
by the growing prevalence of health conditions. Decision
support systems need knowledge about the type of health
problems [7][8][9], the way the services are allocated to
resolve these challenges. An interface is needed to access the
electronic medical information systems to access the reliable
medical information while improving communication with
patients by follow-up reminders. The member patients
should be provided with access to information about their
health to help themselves to take care [4][10].
The technological advancements in electronic
medical records have made easy to get information much
better than the old paper charts. The advent of technology has
improved the power of analytics and machine learning [11].
Machine learning methods develop a model knowing the
input and output of the domain and it uses the large amount
of computing power which a
human brain cannot do. More
the domain data fed to
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machine learning model more would be the accuracy of the
predictions [12]. We have to identify the scenarios in which
power of machine learning helps us to prevent diseases [11].
Hence there is a need to analyze and design an
efficient system which can predict, classify diseases and
detect anomalies from electronic health records. A
systematic approach is required to derive knowledge out of
electronic health records which can help to prevent diseases.
Exploration of existing techniques through literature survey
would give better visibility into the context discussed.
This paper work is organised as, Part-2 detailing literature
survey, Part-3 objective of survey, Part 4-6 details the agenda
of the survey, Part-7 discusses the scope for future work and
ultimately Part -8 concludes the paper by summarising the
outcomes.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Several models are required to predict the condition
of health, which is hard to do and rapidly escalate to next
level of analysis. By using the data such as history of patient
records, genomic and information collected using
questionnaire has been helped the machine learning models
in healthcare community to predict and classify diseases
[13][14][15]. Notably [13]’s work uses Ontology and
support vector machine (SVM) for the prediction of Chronic
Kidney Disease. The features such as age, blood pressure,
specific gravity, albumin, glucose and red blood cells count
were considered for the study. On the other hand, [14] has
explored the methods for prediction of diseases associated
with genes using SVM and has suggested for Multi Class
disease gene classification. In [15], the concept of Diagnosis
for Diabetes Mellitus using SVM is developed; for this study
they have used patient’s historical health records.
A study has also been conducted on medi-claims data and
clinical data [16],[17],[18]. In [16] they have applied linear
discriminant analysis (LDA) to classify the diseases based on
disease codes (ICD) mentioned in large medi-claim data,
Text Processing and Natural Language Processing (NLP) is
used for health care claim data processing [17] and in[18]
LDA along with SVM is used for diagnosis of diabetes. The
features such as number of times pregnant, plasma glucose
concentration, oral glucose tolerance test and diastolic blood
pressure have been considered for the study. Interestingly
[16] and [18] have suggested including of drug codes and
other features related to diabetics in future study.
In order to achieve insight into diseases classification for
patients suffering from Cystic Fibrosis, an algorithm which
derives weighted sum scores is introduced in [19]. The study
has been conducted on Cystic Fibrosis dataset and features
such as antibiotic use, nutritional supplements, and gender
and body mass index. The study suggests redesigning the
algorithm for the streaming data.
There are lot of studies conducted on chronic diseases using
hospital data for decades [20][21][22][23][24]. The records
used for the study is either member patient data from
hospitals or records from public repositories like
Framingham Heart Study dataset [20], CMS [21] etc. UCI
repository [22] provides clinical records for every chronic
disease individually and CMS repository provides the records
for all the chronic diseases in a consolidated CSV file. The
ML algorithms such as Association Rule Mining (ARM) [4],

Collaborative filtering [21], Clustering [22][24] are used for
the prediction of diseases. Data engineering is the first step
which is required to be done to standardize the health records
before applying the classical ML methods i.e. Data Modeling
of the health records makes the data access and usage by
avoiding latency. Studies have been done on the several
chronicle diseases’ dataset available in public repository like
CMS and UCI [24].
The commonly used classification algorithms are
Logistic Regression, Artificial Neural Network, Decision
Tree,
C4.5,
CART,
Clustering
[23][24][25][26][27][28][29][30][31][32][33].
The
computationally intelligent methods like multilayer
perceptron [24][32] are used for heart disease prediction,
along with the prediction of diseases. There were studies
conducted to reduce the number of features for specific
disease, for example heart disease records of UCI repository
[24][25] was studied. Decision Tree is used for learning
Medical Claim Process to classify disease based on disease
code [23][24]. Soft computing techniques are used to predict
diabetes [27]. A major challenge of handling of unlabeled
data is solved using graph based approach [30].
Certain studies have used AdaBoost, Naïve Bayes,
Markov model [34],[35] to study Disease Progression [34]
and to evaluate the techniques used for Prediction of
Hospital Length of Stay using Medicare Claims data
[24][35]. The computational intelligent techniques such as
Genetic Algorithm, Fuzzy Rules, Artificial Neural Network,
ensemble
prediction
and
Random
Forest
[36][37][38][39][40][41] are used for the study Comorbid
Rare Conditions using medical claims data[42], disease
pattern classification[36], heart disease prediction [37], to
classify multi chronic condition [38]. The impact was
studied by the wellness of pre diabetic patients on
self-reported changes in physical activity level and food
choices[39], to predict the patients’ length of stay, total
incurred charges, and mortality rates[24][40] and to predict
disease over big data from healthcare communities [41].
The interesting part noticed in our survey is risk
prediction in patients suffering from chronic kidney disease
patients using Framingham equation [43]. In [43], they have
evaluated the ability of prediction by experiencing a
cardiovascular event (CVE) through Framingham Risk
Score (FRS-CVD). It is also learnt from our survey that
Statistical packages such SPSS is used to calculate the
regularity of occurrence of chronic diseases and
multimorbidity among inpatients [44][45].
In the above survey we could see only one variant
analysis but [46][47][48] have conducted a study on multi
criterion and multivariate regression analysis to predict and
classify the chronic diseases. This approach had led to near
optimization of prediction and classification. In [49], a
survey has been conducted on advanced technologies for
Diabetes Mellitus management; here they have focused on
performance of classifiers and risk prediction models.
After exploring the existing work [24][50][51], it is
evident that majority of the studies is done for the prediction
of cost for the insurance premium using claim data. The
methods of clustering and
classification are applied on
unstructured and structured data.
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Not many chronic diseases have been dealt in detail
considering large volume of data and features. There is a
need for a competent model to extract knowledge from health
care records including medi-claim data. The relation
between a chronicle disease and Hierarchical Chronicle
disease Code (HCC) is yet to be explored to find ways to
prevent health deterioration.

management. These technologies will play a crucial role in
the near future.

III. SYSTEMATIC REVIEW PROCESS
An overview of prediction of diseases for Preventive
Care of Health Deterioration (PCHD) using ML approaches.
Fundamentally, the following objectives are defined and then
certain criteria’s have been identified to address the issues on
PCHD.
 Machine Learning methods (techniques), which are
used for prediction and classification of diseases.
 The features that are commonly used for disease
prediction and classification.
 The feature selection techniques used.
 The data sets on which the studies are conducted
 Evaluation of performance metrics that are adopted
for Disease prediction.

Table I. List of Techniques Used for Predicting Disease

IV. DISEASE PREDICTION TECHNIQUES
The techniques used in disease prediction till now
can be categorized into parametric and nonparametric. The
parametric
techniques
are
Logistic
Regression
[23],[24],[30],[36],[46],[48],[34],[22] Linear Discriminant
Analysis [18],[37], they have proved better performance
and accuracy in prediction. In Table-1, the algorithms
review results are clearly consolidated from all the existing
works to find out that are majorly adopted. Logistical
Regression techniques for disease prediction dominated,
with 27.5%, this is because of the nature of health data.
Methods like clustering [22] and artificial neural
network [24] could perform well with non-linear health
records. The accuracy of the prediction of diseases is better
compared to linear methods hence these methods work out
better in real world situation. The plot in Figure-1 describes
the application of the algorithms in prediction of diseases. It
seems like logistical regression (27.5%) along with other
methods is used in majority of the studies [32][33]. Notably
Support Vector Machine [32][34] dominates after logistical
regression and is extensively (25%) used for the prediction
and classification. Other techniques such as fuzzy [45] have
proved better contextually. Decision Tree and Random
Forest are of choice too at 22.5% and 5%. Non parametric
models are expensive computationally. This makes it a bad
choice when the size of data is big and optimization of these
techniques is also a far away shot. This should be one reason
for a combination of Machine Learning with big data
technique and statistical methods [43]. Ensemble [45]
machine learning model provide better accuracy on
prediction of diseases with the benefits of combining
multiple methods, which gives the average value of the
prediction of multiple methods. Neural Network (NN) [45]
and its variants have become increasingly popular with other
techniques applied contextually and their usage is detailed in
Table 1. Big data and Internet of Things (IOT) techniques
have pitched in advancements in handling health care
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Fig 1. Plot of Prediction Techniques
V. DATA SETS USED FOR DISEASES PREDICTION

VI. FEATURES USED FOR DISEASE PREDICTION

Table 2 is a list of data sets which are studied for disease
prediction. Many of studies have been conducted on UCI
Machine Learning Repository [14][27] and Medi-claim
Coverage Database [15]. Other major source of data is
Hospital records [39][40][49] which is extensively used
(32.5%); authors have gathered this data from different
hospital and clinics [40][41]. Studies are also conducted on
Electronic Medical Record [24], Medi-claim record data
[15][24][45] and diabetes data set (10% - 15%)
[26][28][30][36]. To achieve optimization studies have been
conducted on the above mentioned data sets as well as on
others data sets such as heart disease data [16][26],
behavioral and social data [25], local health station data [28],
call center logs [20] and National Health Nutrition data (2.5
%- 5%) [33]. It is evident from the studies that certain data
set has been used to study the specific diseases. Interesting
part is that Medi-claim data [15] is used for the prediction
and classification of diseases. Figure 2 depicts the count of
different data set usage in disease prediction.

In Table-3, it is clear that age, gender and race are the most
used feature in disease prediction (35% - 45%). Age, gender,
race [13][14][16][17][19] are commonly associated features
along with other features. Age and gender provides a
description of the health state at different phases of human
life. From this study it is deciding factor in disease prediction
(17.5%). To achieve precision, features such as habits [23],
education [38] and total cholesterol [23] are also studied
(10% to 12.5%). Interestingly some of the studies have
proved that features such as marital status [19], number of
times pregnant [32], current employment [38] and also helps
in disease prediction (5% - 7.5%). The latest trend is that
disease codes (ICD) [15][24] described in medi-claim data
have been used for prediction analysis. The other commonly
studied features that are
used in process of disease
prediction and prevention are Length of Stay in hospital [22],
RBC [31], Antibiotic use [15], Clinical features [21],
Bacterial Pneumonia [25], Chest pain [27], Family history
[31] and albumin [13] for specific disease study. There are
certain studies which incorporated non conventional study
are house-hold income [51], length of Professional
Employment [51], has a Family Doctor [51], family history,
previous occupation [40] and Hospital admission type and
season (2.5% - 5%) [22]. In [31] it is clear that features such
as Body mass index (BMI), blood pressure, sugar level are
mainly considered for prediction of dieses. Figure-3,
summarizes the features used for prediction of diseases.

TABLE II. List of Data Sets Used for Predicting Disease

TABLE III. List of Features Used for Predicting Disease

Fig 2. Plot of Data Sets used for Disease Prediction
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IX. ESTIMATION OF WEIGHTS OF ALGORITHMS,
DATA AND FEATURES USING ENTROPY
Entropy methods estimate the weights of various criteria
for the three variables Algorithms, Data and Features are
calculated. Degree of diversification of the information D1,
D2 and D3 for each criteria is calculated using entropy value
Different weights of ratings for each criteria is calculated
using Di, is given below. The order of the priorities of
criteria is found using Ci.
Component

Entropy
Ei
0.8625

D=
Weights of Criteria
1-Ei
Wc = (Di / ∑Di)
0.137
0.4877
Algorithms
5
0.8706
0.129
0.459
Data
4
0.985
0.015
0.015
Features
The order of the priorities of criteria is Algorithms >
Data > Features
X. FUTURE WORKS

Fig-3. Plot of Features used for Disease Prediction
VII. FEATURE SELECTION TECHNIQUES.
The techniques that have been used for feature selection are
detailed based on context of the data and requirement of the
applications. The linear kernel is used to train SVM classifier
to find the maximum-margin hyper-plane from the context
properties data [13]. Construction of several sparse matrices
from a temporal aggregate of claims data and the matrices
thus created can be viewed as a document-term matrix which
can be used for training machine learning models [14]. The
commonly used feature selection techniques are Re-sampling
and Attribute Selection Techniques on manually collected
data [24]. Rule Learners are used to extract rules that
describe a relation between input features and output class
labels directly from diabetic data set [30]. AI-based models
are used to develop term document matrix for diagnosis data
[44]. Lastly some statistically significant predictor factors are
used commonly for feature extraction [50].
VIII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION MEASURES
The most widely used evaluation metric for classification
is confusion matrix and accuracy [24][25][27][33]. Notably
quantitative performance evaluation is used for contextual
properties [13]. The other performance evaluation
techniques are baseline ranking [17], Gibbs sampling [21]
and Ten Fold Cross Validation on the training set and
measure of accuracy [18]. The evaluation metric for
prediction methods are root mean squared error and Area
under Region Of Convergence (ROC) [33].
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The following are the research gaps found in the thorough
review on prediction of diseases for preventive care of health
deterioration.
 More number of studies has been conducted using
SVM and Logistical Regression considering only
certain features. We could hardly see models using
majority features in their study. There is a scope to
include more features contextually to achieve higher
accuracy and optimization. There is a need for more
comparative study of Machine Learning algorithms
in health care domain to decide an optimistic
approach [13][20][26]
 There are certain studies which have used medi-claim
data for prediction of diseases using ICD but ICD
itself does not provide the clarity on hierarchy of
chronicle diseases. Therefore there is a scope to
include HCC code for the prediction of chronicle
diseases [14][20][24].
 The role of IoT and Big data in health care has
become increasingly important and to meet the
needs of growing infrastructure of health care data
collection.
 The existing models consider local hospital records of
small population and features like age, gender and
habits are studied. They do not consider the history
of patients with respect to hierarchy of diseases [17].
 The existing models do not predict multiple chronicle
diseases correlation and their hierarchy of
occurrences [24].
 The existing models consider ICD9 for prediction but
considering ICD10 and HCC would provide better
results [14][20][24]. The existing models fail on big
data records. Hence there is a need for adoption of
big data technology to study medical records of
large population [36].
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XI. CONCLUSION
This paper records and consolidates an overview of
existing concepts on disease prediction for preventive care of
health deterioration.. Firstly the needs of the overall survey
were defined. Secondly, the objectives were framed with the
perspective of the problem we are dealing with, so that these
objectives should pave way for inferences of our
investigation. Several methods and models (techniques),
were explored for preventive care by predicting diseases.
Browsed the Website to explore more on the title and
succeeded to get information of interest and consolidated the
findings to present a review on the research area from the
year 2004 to 2018. The finding of the study has uncovered
some issues which are yet to be dealt; this opens up the
opportunity for the researchers for further study. The
information popped out from this work would encourage us
to carry out further studies in the field of preventive care of
diseases for health deterioration.
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